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Abstract 
The clustering algorithm in coloring basis is describes in two different ways. The first section discusses about different 

color object, here to cluster same color of objects only which is specified in the runtime. The algorithm is specifying 

all necessary steps are followed to cluster colouring objects. The second section deals with the maximum wind details 

are Hurricane/Tropical Data for Northern Indian Ocean from the website of http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/. 

Here to concentrate the flow record of maximum wind, starting from the year 2001 to 2013, the maximum cyclone 

flow updated in different duration i.e., hourly basis. The databases keep all records of data, to apply the clustering for 

coloring based. The wind color is different for the range basis. The database store all the wind ranges and to generate 

the coloring range, the SQL query to retrieve in the prescribed range format. 
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Introduction 
Data Mining is an analytic process designed to explore data (usually large amounts of data - typically business or 

market related) in search of consistent patterns and/or systematic relationships between variables, and then to validate 

the findings by applying the detected patterns to new subsets of data. The ultimate goal of data mining is prediction - 

and predictive data mining is the most common type of data mining and one that has the most direct business 

applications. Technically, data mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns among dozens of fields in large 

relational databases.  

 

The process of data mining consists of three stages: (1) the initial exploration, (2) model building or pattern 

identification with validation/verification, and (3) deployment (i.e., the application of the model to new data in order 

to generate predictions).  

 

When the data has relations with spatial data, the term becomes spatial data mining. In other words, spatial data mining 

is the application of data mining technique to spatial data. It will follow along the same functions in data mining; with 

the end objective is to find patterns in geography, meteorology etc. 

 

Databases that store information about states of the real world across time are called temporal databases. Based on the 

issue of time in database systems, distinguish time as measured by the system and time as observed in the real world. 

The valid time for a fact is the set of time intervals during which the fact is true in the real world, independent of the 

recording of that fact in some databases. Valid time can be in the past, present, or in the future. 

 

A spatio-temporal database system manages data whose geometry changes over time. Applications that generate such 

type of data include surveillance applications, transportation systems, mobile communication systems and 

geographical and environmental systems, and so on. Spatio-temporal datasets have some unique characteristics that 

make them different from traditional relational and transactional datasets. 

 

LITERAL REVIEW 
The combination of visualization data mining techniques for spatial-temporal analysis (Di Martino et an 

2006,Bertolotto et al 2007),implemented to clustering algorithms DBSCAN and CURE (kechdi et al 2007)the first 

http://www.gjaets.com/
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algorithm is more suitable for  similarity measure that can be represent by a distance measure each clustering 

represented by one data object. CURE accept any similarity measures and the cluster can be represented by more than 

one representative this very important to represent cluster of different space there are location in the space that are 

highly similar this are represented with in each of the small location groups. 

 

Color mining of images based on clustering. A metadata base may be used to shorten query resolution time by trying 

to limit the number of images being thoroughly analyzed to a smaller subset, having a high probability of finding 

query images [17].The index is created by describing the images according to their color characteristics, with compact 

feature vectors that represent typical color distributions. 

 

RELATED WORK 
A. Cluster Color Objects 

The first section describes different color object in the screen, to cluster only specific mentioned color objects. The 

figure (1) shows different shapes of objects with mentioned different colors, green color objects connect the lines, the 

output display count of green color objects only.  

 
Fig.1. the clustering color object (only consider the green) 

                                     i=n 

 COcolor = ∑  S_C           --eq(1) 

        i=1 

Where COcolor- represent cluster object color is sum of S_C (specific Color) object constrain. 
The equation (1) describes left side mentioned color object clustering result, the right side specifies sum of specific 

color output. For example, the above-mentioned figure (1) only specifies green color so the output result will be a 

display that mentioned color only, based on the figure the output value is five likewise to specify red color, the output 

will be five and so on 

ColorOuput_green=  ∏object_name(σcolor=green(color_object))-eq(2) 

The equation (2) shows the predicate that indicates color that is equal to green, here to filter green object only. 

 

B. Hurricane Flow Data Cluster Based on Color 
The second section deals with the maximum wind details these are Hurricane/Tropical Data for Northern Indian Ocean 

from the website of http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/. Here to concentrate the flow record of maximum wind, 

starting from the year 2001 to 2013, the maximum cyclone flow updated in different duration i.e., hourly basis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table I Hurricane /Tropical Data for Northern Indian Ocean 

http://www.gjaets.com/
http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/.%20Here
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      Type Categor

y 

Pressure 

(mb) 

Winds 

(knots) 

Winds 

(mph) 

Surge 

(ft) 

Line 

Color 

  

Depression 

TD ----- < 34 < 39   Green 

   Tropical                      

S  Storm 

TS ----- 34-63 39-73   Yellow 

    Cyclone 1 > 980 64-82 74-95 4-5 Red 

    Cyclone 2 965-980 83-95 96-

110 

6-8 Light 

Red 

   Cyclone 3 945-965 96-112 111-

130 

9-12 Magent

a 

    Cyclone 4 920-945 113-

135 

131-

155 

13-18 Light 

Magent

a 

    Cyclone 5 < 920 >135 >155 >18 White 

 

The table (I) shows details of hurricane/ tropical data for north Indian ocean, the line flow in different coloring depends 

on the wind range either it’s based on wind knots basis or wind mph basis. The green color line specifies less than 34 

knots, yellow color line specifies between 34 knots to 63 knots, red color line specifies 64 knots to 82 knots and the 

light red color line specifies between 83 knots to 95 knots, magenta color line specifies 96 knots to 112 knots, light 

magenta color specifies between 113 knots to 135 knots and above 135 knots specifies white color. 

 

 
Fig.2. Cluster of hurricane details based on color 

 

The figure (2) shows details of hurricane details flow data based on color, here the right side specifies maximum wind 

flow details of each year, start from 2001 to 2013. The input given choose color box, the output display is based on 

color given by the input. here there are two output report that will be displayed one is summary data of specific flow 

http://www.gjaets.com/
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details of mentioned color and the second output result display count of all summary data. Each time the color specified 

internally, generate range of wind knots. 

      CRep= CData       --eq(3) 

 

Where Cluster hurricane report is display all the entries based on the color data (CD) constrain.   

   i=n 

  Ccount = ∑ CRep  --eq(4) 

                i=1 

Where Ccount- represent sum of cluster report values. 

The equation (3) displays all the data in specific color range of wind knots basis. The left side of equation specifies 

color hurricane report and right side specifies color data individual flow details. The equation (4) displays cluster-

counting report on color basis.  

 

Data Analysis 
The following section describes details of data analysation of moving object with color clustering.    

 

A. Cluster Color Object Data Analysation  

The table (II) shows details of color object clustering; the fields and object name, color specification of the object and 

total number of objects in that particular color. Each time to run an application, specified color of object and its output 

display total number of objects are in particular color. 

               

Table II Object Color Clustering 

Sl.No Field Name Description 

1 OName Name of the Object 

2 Color Specify the color of object 

3 Total Number of object in that color 

 

B. Hurricane Flow Data Analysation 

The database table is used to maximum wind details from the year of 2001 to 2010 Hurricane/Tropical Data for 

Northern Indian Ocean from the website of http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/. The table (III) and (1V) is used to 

store the information of above details. 

 

Table III Max_cyclone database table 

Sl.No Attribute Description 

1 Mid Maximum Wind Id, Set with 

unique attribute i.e., primary 

key  

2 Name Wind Name Occurrence 

3 Sdate Wind occurrence Starting 

Date 

4 Edate Wind occurrence Ending 

Date 

5 MND Maximum wind Pressure 

Details 

6 Cat Wind Category Range 

 

 

 

 

Table IV Max_flow database table 

http://www.gjaets.com/
http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/
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Sl.No Attribute Description 

1 Mid Maximum Wind Id 

References from First table  

2 Lat Range of the Latitude 

3 Lon Range of the Longitude 

4 C_Occur Cyclone Occurrences 

Details 

5 Time Timing Details when the 

wind occur 

6 Wind Wind Details  

7 Status Status report based on wind 

flow Details 

 

Research Finding 
A. Cluster Color Object Algorithm 

Algorithm-1 

Step1: To create a different coloring object 

Step2: To specify the color of object 

Step3: The step4 and Step 5 follow until to check all object coloring 

Step4: if object.color= X then 

Step5:  Count =Count+1 

Step6: end if 

Step7: stop  

 Where X- defines color of the object specifies in runtime; Count- defines number of object satisfied that 

color. 

 

B. Hurricane Flow Color Data Clustering Algorithm 

Algorithm-2 

Step1: Create a database from the hurricane collection data 

Step2: Create another database individual hurricane flow data with the reference of first database.  

Step3: Update all the entries in the database 

Step4: Now to cluster the hurricane report based on the color of wind flow data. 

 Step5: Specify the color in runtime, at the same time to generate data based on the color specification because each 

color defines wind knots is different.  

Step6: Generate first report query basis on color to display all the individual flow entries from the database. 

CRep= CData  

Where CData-Color Data;  

CRep – Cluster Color Data Report 

Step7: Finding the result of Step7 to count number of entries in specified color. 

 Ccount = ∑ CRep  

 Where Ccount- represent sum of cluster report values  

Step8: Stop. 

 

Experiment Result 
The following sections are discussed about experimental result of moving object cluster with shape and time 

constrains. 

 

 

 

A. Color Object Clustering Experimental Result 

http://www.gjaets.com/
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The main objective of this session is to focus cluster objects based on color; the figure (3) shows experimental front-

end application of clustering objects. 

 

 
Fig.3. Color Clustering Experimental Screen Shot 

 

The figure (3) shows details of selected color for clustering and result of count, the number of objects is displayed in 

different color and different shapes also. Here to concentrate only color of objects because in the before chapters it 

discusses more about shape of object. Totally seventeen objects are display in the screen each object filled with color. 

 

Table V Sample Output for Color Cluster 

Sl.No Color For Cluster No.Of Object 

1 Red 6 

2 Green 4 

3 Blue 5 

4 Yellow 2 

 

The table (V) shows output result of color clustering, the second column specify color of the object, the third column 

specify number of cluster object based on color constrain. The red color contains six objects, the green color contains 

four objects, the blue color contains five objects and the yellow color contains two objects. Totally seventeen object 

with four different clustering groups.  

 

B. Hurricane Color Cluster Report: 

The figure (2) shows screen shot for hurricane data generation using color. Each time to run the application backend 

to load hurricane data, the SQL query to generate the report for that particular color input. For example the input 

specify Light Red color to generate query in the following like that 

Max_windoutput=∏mid,lat,lon,date,time,wind,status(σwind>=rangeᴧwind<=range(max_wind)) –eq(5.7) 

The above equation filter color object based on predicates. The attributes are display based on output.     

 

Table VI Summary Result of Hurricane Color Wind Flow 

Sl.No Color Count 

1 Green 10 

2 Light Red 11 

3 Yellow 65 

4 Red 34 

5 Magenta 7 

http://www.gjaets.com/
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6 Light Magenta 11 

7 White 2 

 

 
Fig.4. Hurricane Color Cluster Wind Data Report Output 

 

The figure (4) shows result output of hurricane data, during the year 2010 to 2013 duration maximum wind flow data 

occurrence entries of color specified in above figure. The white color summary report output of two, the magenta color 

summary report of seven, the yellow color summary report of sixty five, the light magenta color summary report of 

eleven, the Red color summary report of thirty four and so on.  

 

Table VII Color Clustering Percentage Calculation 

Sl.No 
Wind Color 

Range 

Color 

Specification Count 
% 

1 <34 Green 10 7.52 

2 >=34 to <=63 Light Red 65 48.87 

3 >=64 to <=85 Yellow 34 25.56 

4 >=86 to <=95 Red 4 3.01 

5 >=96 to <=112 Magenta 7 5.26 

6 >=113 to <=135 
Light 

Magenta 
11 8.27 

7 >135 White 2 1.50 

 

Conclusion 

http://www.gjaets.com/
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This paper to describe two different ways of color clusters, the first section discussed color object clustering. To cluster 

different color objects, the clustering occur only specified color only. This will give knowledge of how to cluster 

specific color object. The second section describes about real time data collection of hurricane data, here to cluster 

different color basis, each color specify wind pressure detail range is different. The cluster output only displayed based 

on the specific color. The summary report counts all entries in that color specification. The final report gave result of 

maximum color clustering occurred in light red range of wind flow. 
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